Abstract. Imaging of Cherenkov light emission from patient tissue during fractionated radiotherapy has been shown to be a possible way to visualize beam delivery in real time. If this tool is advanced as a delivery verification methodology, then a sequence of image processing steps must be established to maximize accurate recovery of beam edges. This was analyzed and developed here, focusing on the noise characteristics and representative images from both phantoms and patients undergoing whole breast radiotherapy. The processing included temporally integrating video data into a single, composite summary image at each control point. Each image stack was also median filtered for denoising and ultimately thresholded into a binary image, and morphologic small hole removal was used. These processed images were used for day-to-day comparison computation, and either the Dice coefficient or the mean distance to conformity values can be used to analyze them. Systematic position shifts of the phantom up to 5 mm approached the observed variation values of the patient data. This processing algorithm can be used to analyze the variations seen in patients being treated concurrently with daily Cherenkov imaging to quantify the day-to-day disparities in delivery as a quality audit system for position/beam verification.
Introduction
Radiation therapy treatment verification is always needed for independent systems that report on a combination of factors involved such as beam position and patient position throughout beam delivery. From recent data on incident learning, it is suggested that human factors of daily fractionation in a busy department could benefit from verification that is more implicit, requiring less active involvement. [1] [2] [3] An "always on" approach to checking set up and delivery would be beneficial both for time saving, as well as reducing delivery error incidents, given that most incidents would be detected during the delivery process. 4 In this study, the concept of Cherenkov imaging, as shown in Fig. 1 , is examined as a verification tool, specifically focusing on the capabilities of what could be done with the surface delivery images that are provided by such a system. The workflow for image processing and analysis, which forms a backbone of an automated detection system was developed and analyzed.
Daily verification of intensity-modulated radiation therapy is based upon electronic portal imaging dosimetry recording of the entire treatment delivery and this can be used for transit dosimetry where the portal imaging is used for computational estimation of what dose was delivered to the volume. 5 This process has evolved to the point where it is sufficiently accurate and has been widely adopted to replace the more labor-intensive use of port films. 6 Early trials indicated sufficient clinical acceptance criteria within 7% intensity variation criteria for matching the measured dose to the plan. 5 However, the factor that tends to limit portal dosimetry-based verification is the question of whether daily verification is really necessary, versus weekly or not at all, 7 given the time constraints and the small likelihood of detecting an incident that is not detectable in other aspects of the quality controls already in place. 8 While the acquisition can be automated, the bulk of the concern comes from time required in analysis, given that this piece of the verification process is not automated. Also, there remain small concerns about a couch or patient collision with the EPID detector in cases where the patient couch is moved. A system that implicitly mapped the patient position and treatment delivery with automated verification of day-to-day repeatability is inherently possible with sufficient input to the engineering design.
Surface patient position mapping has developed to the point where verification of position of the body on the couch can be reliably assessed with very little input, and the mapping comparison to each day is fully automated. The feature of these systems that make them ideal verification tools is that they employ optical imaging, implicitly doing all measurements from the ceiling, out of the way of the therapist users, and with online software that does the comparison without need for active participation of the therapy team. Cherenkov imaging of radiation therapy dose delivery is an additional feature possible with optical imaging; it has been shown to map the radiotherapy beam on the patient's tissue 9, 10 while being a passive optical imaging system, out of the way of the therapist. Analysis of Cherenkov images could be as automated as the currently adopted optical patient mapping systems, 11 but the unique features of these images must be dealt with appropriately. This aspect of a verification approach is the subject of this study.
Cherenkov images are captured from the low light emission from secondary electrons in patient tissue during therapy, 12 and time-gating of the detection has been the key to capturing this very low light signal within an ambient room light background. 13, 14 These images are formed from relatively few photons captured by the camera, with most estimates being near about 10 to 20 photons per pixel. Thus, the images are highly noisy and relatively low in feature space. Yet, for verification it would be desirable to be able to delineate the beam edges on the image, relative to the body position. 11 The workflow for how to map out the beam edges with maximal accuracy was the primary focus of this study, with the goal of being able to have an automated algorithm that could pick out day-to-day variations of intrafraction treatment.
Materials and Methods

Cherenkov Imaging
In the radiotherapy unit at the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, a CDose Cherenkov imaging camera (DoseOptics LLC, Lebanon, New Hampshire) was installed in the ceiling of the room, at a fixed location. The camera was running at 20 frames per second, with the linac pulsing at ∼360 Hz, leading to 18 pulses per read out frame. The spatial resolution of these images was ∼1 mm and the readout was a 2-D image which was 1920 × 1200 pixels, leading to a pixel dimension size of 0.3-mm square.
Breast irradiation was completed with a standard set of two tangential beam angles at 6 MV for all these subjects, having at least three control points for each patient; here a control point describes a single planned configuration of the beam-shaping multileaf collimator. Three control points were analyzed per patient. Most of the treatment dose was delivered in the first broad beam control point, and then the latter two (or more) were shaped beams delivering more dose to the chest wall, as shown in the top box of Fig. 2 .
To analyze the total delivered dose at each control point, the video sequences of Cherenkov images were processed in two stages. First each stack of images from the video sequence was temporally median filtered over five sequential images within each control point, and then these images were spatially median filtered in a 5 × 5 kernel. Then the resulting set of temporal images was summed throughout that control point to create a total single image of the total Cherenkov recorded during that period of time. The choice of a 5 × 5 spatial median filter was selected based upon previous studies, which appeared to suppress hot pixel noise well but not degrade spatial resolution of the images too much. Each patient was imaged up to nine individual daily fractions, to assess the image changes over this span of time.
Noise Suppression Image Processing
All image analysis was prototyped using the MATLAB image processing toolbox (Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts). The accumulated control point images (top box in Fig. 2) were completed for each daily fraction (second box from the top). These images were then used for noise processing and analysis. Since the patient images were composed of relatively high noise data, it was desired to suppress some of the noise (box 3) before feature extraction (box 4).
The choice of the denoising method was affected by the need to keep sharp image features, with particular focus on maintaining high spatial frequency in the beam edges. As shown in a previous study, 11 several features could be extracted, including internal image features related to the beam and patient tissue, such as blood vessels. However, in this study, the choice was made to focus initially on the beam shape at each control point as a verification tool. In the case of the composite Cherenkov images, blurring the beam edge would change the perceived shape of the beam, and in turn, lessen the accuracy of image comparisons. Therefore, it was important to choose an edge-preserving filtering method. The three methods chosen here had this property, including: median filtering, bilateral filtering, 15 and block-matching and 3-D filtering (BM3D) (inputs to box 3). The median filtering suppresses features that are well outside the inner quartile ranges of the intensity values, and the bilateral filter also does this but preserves the ability to have a step function change in intensity. Finally, the block-matching with 3-D filtering groups similar 2-D patches in images into a 3-D block, and uses 3-D filtering to denoise the images. These were studied for their effects upon the images and the extractions.
Phantom Imaging
To compare the processed images to a quantitatively known set of images, which were known to be either in the exact same position or to have been moved by well-known distances, a series of phantom studies was carried out. All phantom data were collected with a set of radiation treatment plans with a single fixed camera setup. A breast phantom (24 × 18 × 12 cm) was milled from off-white ABS plastic (Proto Labs, Inc., Minnesota). The shape of the breast surface was generated from a CT of a breast patient. To simulate light attenuation by blood filled veins, a 4-mm-wide Kapton tape was attached on the top surface in a vein-like pattern. The material was chosen because it demonstrated similar levels for Cherenkov emission to human tissues, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Imaging was carried out for five different treatment plans with varying levels of beam modulation. First, two tangent fields with opposing gantry angles were imaged with a standard, open field similar to the first control point of a clinical patient plan. Second, the two tangent fields were again imaged, but with an applied dynamic wedge. The dynamic wedge uses the photon jaw to continuously shrink the field size from an open to closed position in one direction, making wedge intensity over time when the frames are integrated, simulating a static wedge, which could be present physically. Finally, a treatment beam most analogous to a clinical patient treatment plan was imaged, where the multileaf collimator (MLC) shaped the beam to six control points. Just as in the patient imaging, each control point is an MLC segment with an expected unique beam shape on the phantom.
Five repeated imaging sessions were administered with no movement throughout treatment, to determine the baseline variation in the images for minute fluctuations within the treatment beams and the camera readout. The static variation images were processed in the same way as the clinical images. Following this, the phantom was shifted in well-known distances, and each plan was retreated five times with full imaging. This was repeated for each of three moved positions of the phantom, designed to be: (a) 1.0 mm, (b) 3.0 mm, and (c) 5.0 mm from original position, in the AP direction, using the accurate translation of the treatment couch. Again, the same control point integrated images were developed for each of these 100 sets of images (five treatment beams × five iterations × four phantom positions). These well-controlled single direction movements were used to assess the changes to the images for well-characterized shifts. The images were shifted only in the AP direction, which is equivalent to shifting in the PA direction given reciprocity. This controlled linear shift was specifically chosen to allow analysis of well-controlled and wellunderstood position variations.
Patient Imaging
All imaging sessions were completed within compliance of an ongoing clinical study, which was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Trustees of Dartmouth College. The patients were admitted into the study after providing informed consent to participate in this imaging study. All treatments and imaging were completed within the Radiation Oncology
Program of the Norris Cotton Cancer Center at the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, following standard radiotherapy treatment protocols. The room used for all patients housed a Varian Clinic 2100CD (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, California) providing 6-and 10-MV photon beams for whole breast radiotherapy. A total of seven patients' images were used for this study. Imaging of each subject as described above included their entire treatment plan with continuous acquisition throughout all control points.
Image Feature Extraction
The comparison of daily intrafraction treatments requires a reference image with which to associate each day's beam. The reference images for each patient were created by averaging the binary Cherenkov images from each patient and binarizing this image. This approach was chosen to mimic what seemed a reasonable way to compare images from subsequent imaging sessions. For each phantom treatment beam, a reference image was made using the same process, but with the average of only the binary images of the beam at its original position (moved 0 mm), not of binary images at all positions. These reference images were then thresholded with the same value as all other images, and the resultant compared with each binary image from that same control point, from the corresponding patient or phantom. Two metrics were used to provide quantitative comparisons, the Dice coefficient and mean distance to conformity (MDC). The Dice coefficient is a very commonly used metric within medical imaging, and is calculated as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; s e c 2 . 5 ; 6 3 ; 5 9 8
where the output coefficient has a value between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates complete overlap between the images and 0 is no overlap. A and B are the binary images being compared, after they had been thresholded at the same values, and jxj is the nonzero volume of x. A ∩ B is the overlap of nonzero pixels between A and B.
The MDC value represents the average distance in millimeters that the perimeter of the binary image must move to conform to the perimeter of the reference image. Here, an MDC value of 0 would indicate a perfect match between two binary images, while larger MDC values show poor matches among images. The MDC was calculated as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; s e c 2 . where A and B are the binary threshold masks being compared, d provides the minimum distance between a pixel p and a mask. For every pixel in either A or B exclusively (not both), the minimum distance of the pixel from the other mask is accumulated. Each of these was calculated on all phantom and human images, and the results of these calculations are visualized graphically to allow comparison between the phantom and human data values.
Results
Noise Suppression
The noise processing algorithm choices needed to be determined first, because as shown in the flowchart of Fig. 2 , this would potentially impact feature extraction and the ultimate results of intrafraction comparisons. As shown in Fig. 4 , the filtering methods chosen for analysis were all edge-preserving. The raw image is shown in (a) and the filtered versions for BM3D, median, and bilateral were all tested, with representative versions shown in (b) through (d).
The parameters for these filtered images were chosen based upon minimization of variation between subsequent processed images; the parameters were large enough to remove most noise while preserving the features of the image, thereby reducing frame to frame "noise." The sigma value used in BM3D filtering was set to 100, based upon successive trials to minimize difference among images. Images were also spatially processed over a 5 × 5 pixel kernel and temporally filtered over five sequential images, based upon previous work, and while this was less quantitative, it was found to be the minimum size kernel to suppress hot pixels. Default values were used for bilateral filtering based upon the algorithm supplied, 15 with "box bilateral filtering" being chosen over "Gaussian bilateral filtering" for its edge-preserving characteristics, and preservation of the highfrequency content needed for edge detection, despite having similar filtering of the noise. The input sigma parameter values in the algorithm were varied over a fairly wide range, but the resulting output images were found to be largely similar independent of the choice of parameters, as long as it was in the range of 10 to 70.
The difference images between the filtered and the raw are shown for each of the filtered images immediately below them in (e) through (g), respectively. After comparing a range of images, with representative images as shown in Fig. 4 , median filtering was ultimately chosen for its ease of use and quality of resulting images. The value of the filters is apparent from the differences images below them (e) to (g), where more residual throughout the images indicates lost information.
Thresholding
The beam edges were isolated by binarizing the filtered, composite Cherenkov images. The threshold for this binarization was found using the Otsu's method and a 256-bin image histogram [ Fig. 5(b) ]. The noise in the binary images, defined as being any nonzero region < 400 pixels, was then removed [ Fig. 5(c) ]. To remove any remaining holes in the binary beam images, images were morphologically closed with a 100-pixel × 100-pixel structuring element neighborhood [ Fig. 5(d) ] using MATLAB dilation followed by erosion. The 100 × 100 structuring element defines the area of the holes that are closed. This area was chosen for being the size that certainly removes all holes caused by noise, which always falls within this area, while still being too small to distort or smooth the edges of the binary images. The values used in this binarization process were chosen for producing binary images that most closely matched the perimeter of the beam in the Cherenkov composites [ Fig. 5(e) ], where the similarity of the match was determined by comparison as shown in Fig. 5 (f).
Phantom Analysis
To understand how beam similarity changed with distance, the Dice coefficient and MDC values were calculated for all 100 phantom treatments, relative to their averaged value. Figure 6 shows these values and illustrates the change in value for each distance. The breast phantom was completely stationary in the first instance (left most data), not being moved among images taken at the same distance from the camera. Thus, this image set served as a control to show only the variation in the radiation pattern and camera readout. With no variation due to breathing, slight movement during treatment nor movement between beams, this set produced very high DICE coefficints of 0.990 and above and MDC coefficients of 1.0 to 1.75. Next, the phantom images were acquired with systematically shifted positions of 1, 3, and 5 mm to analyze how the images would compare with known shift values in a very controlled setting. Each set of these values is plotted in Fig. 6 separated by clustering into colored region bars on the graph.
Patient Image Analysis
As with the phantom datasets, the Dice coefficients and MDC values were calculated for all patient treatments as shown in Fig. 7 . The minimum values of the phantoms are also depicted on this graph by solid colored lines with corresponding shading used for clarity of display on the graph. This combination plot illustrates the results of these comparisons for the fractions of each patient, intended to provide a visualization of the misalignment implication of each quantitative patient Dice coefficient value with respect to the well-known phantom displacement data as shown in Fig. 7(a) . Each line represents the minimum Dice coefficient for the labelled distance from the origin, with gradient shading on the graph to help visualize the range. Patient data all fall largely within the range of 5-mm shift Dice coefficient values execpt in 11 of the 100 treatments.
The MDC values for each fraction, in Fig. 7(b) , show that the distances to conformity range between 1 and 4 mm. These are perhaps more absolute than the Dice values and match the setup expected for the patients while undergoing their fractionated treatments. Of the 69 phantom images, only 12 have Dice coefficients below 0.97, the lowest average Dice coefficient of the phantoms is at 5 mm from the origin.
Discussion
Cherenkov imaging has only recently been demonstrated during radiotherapy, 9 but the paradigm of using this imaging tool to map delivery in real time is quite compelling. The drawbacks of this approach are that the image can be quite noisy and the exact signal quality of this imaging is dependent upon the camera and room lighting conditions. In this study, for simplicity, the room lighting and camera acquisition parameters were all kept fixed for patient imaging and for phantom imaging, to reduce the number of variables studies. However, the camera does online background subtraction as well, so variations in room lights should not have a dominant effect. In the data quality seen, individual frames from the video sequence of Cherenkov images can exhibit low signal-to-noise ratios (typically between 1.5 and 3), but in practice the images are integrated over time such that each video was collapsed to a single image for each control point of the linac. Thus, these summed images provide higher signal-tonoise ratio, which increases with the square root of the number of frames, as would be expected for single photon count statistics. Still, the edge of the beam is where the signal drop off is the most extreme, but this is perhaps also where the utility of the image has the most potential clinical value. Thus, this study was initiated to examine ways to quantify the beam edges and examine the utility of day-to-day verification with them, and to specifically test the most logical feature quantification approaches with both phantom and patient data. The high noise level of these images presents the largest unique challenge when using them for verification of beam edge position on the patient. The beam edge is defined as the point where the beam drops from high Chernekov to near background, and the sharpess of this edge defines how well the edge can be estimated in the thresholding process. At the edges, the intensity data can fall from a few thousand counts down to a few counts, after background subtraction. Given the best-case situation where the detector is shot noise limited, then the signal-to-noise ratio varies as the square root of the signal counts. So the signal-to-noise ratio varied from higher than 10 in the Cherenkov intensity beam field, down to near 1 outside of it. The segmentation algorithms at this noisy border tend to be unreliable, and produce ragged edged segementations, which are dominated by noise variation. As such, preprocessing prior to segmentation is essential, as shown in Fig. 4 . After several approaches were tested, the methodology involved a sequence of steps, as is common in most high noise image processing. The final proposed methodology was shown in Fig. 5 , which involved (i) denoising the images with a median filter, (ii) thresholding the images into a binary map, (iii) morphologically closing any small holes in the binary image, and (iv) using this map to outline the edge of the beam if needed.
The primary goal of this study was quantitative in nature in terms of using thresholded images and image similarity calculations to objectively determine the segmentation approaches that would be best, based upon matching the expected dose map, as has been shown in a previous study. 11 It is critical to recognize that, as shown in the flowchart of Fig. 2 , any small issues in this pipeline of procesing could compromise the observed values of the Dice coefficint or MDC. As such, the systematic testing with breast phantoms and a range of treatment plans was essential to evaulate the expected success of the algorithm, and a range of options was tested before finalizing this processing pipeline.
One expected outcome from the data analysis was that patient data largely have more variation due to reasons other than noise. Patients move in a wide range of directions during daily alignment, and temporal changes during each fraction such as breathing alter the positioning more than the highly titrated movements of the phantoms studied here. Still, the patients in this study were all aligned by AlignRT (VisionRT, London, United Kingdom)-based positioning, and were expected to be within the 3-mm position verification goal. The observed DICE coefficient values were slightly more variable than the 3-mm phantom position Dice coefficient, likely because of this difference in the complexity of day-to-day positioning.
In the phantom study here there were only linear translations in a single direction, whereas patient positioning has a signifcantly more complex set of tanslations and rotations that can occur. Still, the phantom data are well calibrated and so a comparison to this well-known offset data set provides insight into the magnitude of the offsets seen in the patients. The Dice coefficients from the phantom data still provide the absolute measurement of the similarities of two images. Interestingly though, the patient data did not have any observable day-to-day trends in positioning error, as fluctuations in Dice and MDC values appeared to be uniformly scattered across the order of daily fractions. The distortions in real breast tissue are clearly much more complex than the linear offsets produced in the phantoms; however, this comparison was acutally the point of the study. We were able to use the controlled linear offsets to estimate the magnitudes of the variations seen in the patient data, where rotation and distortion would be coupled in with linear offsets. Still the patient offset numbers indicate that they would be consistent with near 3-mm agreement.
It is also prudent to note that the Dice and MDC coefficients were calculated using the average of all treatment days per patient as the "truth" or reference beam shapes for each control point because algorithm development occurred after the full course of treatment was completed. In order for this approach to be viable through the duration of treatment, it will be necessary to determine the appropriate reference image before the treatment dataset is complete. This could take the form of a to-date average Cherenkov binary footprint image, or a simulation beam shape image. Future work aims at using the projected beam shapes delineated by the treatment planning system as the gold standard for beam position verification to eliminate this issue.
Conclusions
In this study, the sequence of image processing steps that could maximize the ability to recover the beam edges was analyzed and outlined. The image processing steps chosen were based upon results that had minimal numerical metric difference between comparators of images in unmoved samples and maximal numerical metrics of the moved samples. Because of the particular nature of the noise in the Cherenkov images, the video-rate frames must be processed by integrating the video data into still composite (or time integrated) images at each control point, followed by median filtered denoising, and morphology fixes through small hole removal. These processed images are then transformed into a refined binary mask, from which day-to-day comparisons can be computed, and either the DICE coefficient or the MDC values can be used to analyze them. The patient data from a cohort of subjects imaged in their standard fractionated whole breast radiotherapy were shown to be in good match to a breast phantom imaged in different fractionated radiotherapy treatment plans. The systematic shifts of the phantom approach the expected values of the patient data. Future work with this processing algorithm can be used to analyze the variations seen in patients being treated with concurrent Cherenkov imaging to measure the day-to-day variations in delivery as a quality audit system for patient position and beam verification.
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